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Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations. October 2016 Learn how
and when to remove this template message Both the Rodgers and the Gulbransen had vacuumtube
amplifiers.Despite the fact that competitors such as Allen switched to digitally synthesized tone
generation as early as 1971, Rodgers sold exclusively analog tone generation instruments until 1990.
Rodgers PDI organs use Roland DSPs and digitally sampled organ pipes for tone generation.It was
dedicated on August 23, 1987 and featured concerts on August 23 and 24th by organist Frederick
Swann. In addition, it was the featured organ of the 1988 Houston National Convention of the
American Guild of Organists where it was played by organist Diane Bish. This organ is used weekly
in the churchs traditional worship services, as well as for concerts and special events throughout the
year.In 1985 CBS, divested itself of Rodgers, along with Steinway and Gemeinhardt, all of which
were purchased by Steinway Musical Properties. Beginning May 1, 1988, Roland Corporation
became the parent company of Rodgers, and Rodgers its subsidiary. This lasted until 2015. In
addition to its own Rodgers organs, Rodgers produced Atelier home organs and Roland Classic C330
and C380 organs designed for home studios. As of January 4, 2016, Vandeweerd Owner of Johannus
has been the parent company of Rodgers.The organ and Fox were praised by Time, United Press
International, Ron Eyer in the New York Daily News, New York Post and by noted critic Harold
Schonberg in The New York Times. Carnegie Hall’s International Organ Series for the Inaugural
19741975 Season included Fox, Pierre Cochereau, Claire Coci, Fernando Germani, Herman
Berlinski, George ThalbenBall and Richard Morris. The Royal V was used at Foxs funeral in the
Crystal Cathedral after he died on October 25, 1980.In mid2004, this same organ was updated to
newer Rodgers
technology.http://chinitravels.com//userfiles/comma-before-such-as-chicago-manual-of-style.xml

manual for rodgers organ, 4 manual rodgers organ, 4 manual rodgers organization, 4
manual rodgers organs, 4 manual rodgers organic, 4 manual rodgers organism.

Dan Miller and McNeill Robinson, consultants on the project, revised and updated the organs tonal
specification during the update to Trillium level Parallel Digital Imaging technology.That episode
still appears from time to time on the Travel Channel.The factory to produce these organs in the
United States was sold by previous owners of Rodgers ie Roland. Currently consoles are constructed
in Holland and organs are assembled in the United States to avoid excessive duties and
tariffs.Vandeweerd is New owner of Rodgers Accessed April 10, 2008 Accessed January 15, 2008 By
using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Equipped with three
velocitysensitive manuals, a 32note ago pedal board and an internal 2.1 audio system with the option
of expanding to a 6.2 plus 2channel antiphonal external audio system, the Inspire Series 343 is a
stateoftheart church and concert organ with unending flexibility. The organist is not limited to stops
from only one style; all are available instantly. For those who appreciate a large variety of sounds
the Inspire Series 343 is an ideal choice. This enables the organ to support congregational worship
in large spaces where the congregation may be at some physical distance from the main organ’s
sound. For musical effects, the organist can transfer the organ sound with the push of a button for
multidirectional sound, or sound from only the rear or the front of the worship space. Open Diapason
32 Contra Violon 32 Untersatz 32 Open Wood 32 The organ features an integrated 2.1 audio system
and can be upgraded with an external 4.2 audio system, making it ideal both for use at home and for
a chapel of up to 200 people. The innovative voice palette system allows you to combine an infinite
mix of voices in the various styles.With all these possibilities, the Inspire Series 233 gives you a
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blueprint for unlimited inspiration, enhancing the spiritual
experience.http://exclusiveleder.com/userfiles/comma-chicago-manual-of-style.xml

Open Diapason 32 Contra Violon 32 Untersatz 32 Open Wood 32 Open Diapason 32 Contra Violon 32
Untersatz 32 Open Wood 32 With its two keyboards, 27 voices in the standard stop list, and 18
orchestral voices, the organ provides a rich variety of musical possibilities. You can experiment with
an infinite combination of voices in the various styles, as well as having access to orchestral voices,
such as piano, harpsichord, harp, strings, trumpet and clarinet. The Inspire Series 227 is equipped
with an integrated 2.1 audio system which will bring the pipe organ and orchestral voices to life.
They combine the best in American tradition and the American future a traditional pipe organ sound
meets modern innovation for a spiritual experience like no other. The organ features an integrated
2.1 audio system and can be upgraded with an external 4.2 audio system, making it ideal both for
use at home and for a chapel up to 200 people. With its two keyboards, 27 voices in the standard
stop list, and 18 orchestral voices, the organ provides a rich variety of musical possibilities.
Equipped with three velocitysensitive manuals, a 32note ago pedal board and an internal 2.1 audio
system with the option of expanding to a 6.2 plus 2channel antiphonal external audio system, the
Inspire Series 343 is a stateoftheart church and concert organ with unending flexibility. The
handsome consoles built to AGO standards are userfriendly and perfect for rehearsal or
performance. The outstanding sound will convince the listener they are hearing actual pipes. Dan
Miller Peggy Bartunek A stunning array of tonal possibilities is available thanks to the standard
extended orchestral library and expanded voicing menus. Plus with Rodgers’ unique 32note
velocitysensitive radiating concave pedalboard you’ll have the ability to play expressive orchestral
sounds such as timpani.

From the onboard Hymn Player with 350 commonly played hymn tunes to the 32note
velocitysensitive pedalboard for expressive orchestral effects, the Classic Series offers the sound,
value, and flexibility that you are looking for in a small organ. The 569 model includes all of the
outstanding features available on the Classic Series 559 and adds 5 configurable toe pistons and
divided expression, which allows you to configure one shoe as a Crescendo pedal, for an additional
level of flexibility. From the onboard Hymn Player with 350 commonly played hymn tunes to the
32note velocitysensitive pedalboard for expressive orchestral effects, the Classic Series offers the
sound, value, and flexibility that you are looking for in a small organ. The 599 comes ready for pipe
interfacing. Includes 4way adjustable Music desk and adjustable bench. Currently in the Elmhurst
Showroom. Great Specification with many percussion and orchestral voices builtin. Also has a stereo
headphone jack. This model was used by Mannheim Steamroller in concert while performing their
spectacular Christmas music all over the United States.All material on this page and all linked pages
belonging to triunemusic.com are copyright protected. The company’s focus was helping make the
transformational power of the American organ more accessible to churches, colleges, performance
centers, and players by embracing advancements in technology. From this dedication to serve and
passion for elevating the human spirit through music, Rodgers was born. Every member of our team
brings an expert level of craftsmanship, attention to detail, and devotion to faithfully creating a true
American pipe organ sound that is beyond expectation.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69593

Rodgers aims to build the finest digital organs available, for any setting, each and every day
Highlights include building the world’s first alltransistor church organs, successfully creating the
first pipeelectronic hybrid organ, and being the first company to use microprocessors, MIDI and
USB storage in church organs. Rodgers has also created magnificent pipe organs including the
world’s 17th largest pipe organ with over 10,000 pipes installed at Second Baptist Church in
Houston, Texas. Our manufacturers conform to the many safety, sustainability and environmental
standards that our customers expect and deserve. It is equipped with midi stop tabs and presets,
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which allow the organ to be played without the organist having to use the touch screen. Opus 9 Opus
9, a beautiful Oak Allen console, was delivered in February to its new home in Omaha, NE. It has an
HP TouchSmart computer and an internal Bose sound system. Encore Organ Technology Opus 17
Opus 17 was installed on April 8 at St. Andrews Episcopal Church in Pickerington, OH. It has four
manuals, and the stops are controlled through dual touch screen monitors. The organ and bench
were finished in Colonial White and dark walnut accents, with added decorative moldings on the side
panels. Angled panels were created to allow for the mounting of twelve additional toe pistons. A
third expression pedal was also added. Opus 38 This system was installed in the beautiful new Grace
Chapel at at Scottsdale Bible Church in Scottsdale, AZ. It features dual touch screens and a third
screen to provide the organist with additional information about Hauptwerk settings. Opus 32 This
threemanual console was recently installed at Our Lady of Prompt Succor Catholic Church in
Sulphur, LA. Allnew customengraved stop tabs were installed to match the 1928 E.M. Skinner
sample set from Milan Digital Audio, which sounds wonderful in the churchs beautiful sanctuary.
The console features full moving tab combination controlled by Hauptwerk.

http://www.euroferramentaonline.com/images/canon-mp49dii-manual.pdf

Opus 21 This beautiful drawknob pipe organ console was delivered to its new owner in Pleasant Hill,
CA in early June of 2012. The stop drawknobs, couplers, toe pistons, and expression pedals were
were reconfigured as midi controls. The console was originally installed in a church in Houston, TX.
It was later moved to Calvary Lutheran Church in Minneapolis, MN. Opus 36 This threemanual
console was recently installed at St. Johns Lutheran Church in Moore, OK. 39 tabs were added to the
consoles original 48. New custom tabs were installed to match the 1928 E.M. Skinner sample set,
with 63 stops and 24 couplers. The console was built with full Hauptwerkcontrolled moving tab
combination action. A multichannel audio system was installed to fill the sanctuary with rich, full
sound. Opus 12 Opus 12, a beautiful natural oak console originally built by Rodgers, was delivered in
July 2011 to its new home in Greenville, IL. It features a touch screen monitor mounted on an
adjustable arm, and internal Bose sound system, and fully active midi stop tabs and pistons. Opus 50
Opus 50 was installed in February 2015 in a private home in Tonkawa, OK. This instrument was
originally a twomanual tab stop organ, but was converted into a threemanual drawknob console.
Opus 16 Opus 16 was a custom conversion of a Rodgers twomanual drawknob organ for a customer
in Montreat, NC. The keyboards were replaced, and all the drawknobs, pistons, and other controls
were converted to midi controls. Opus 22 This contemporary console was delivered in early June of
2012 to the Denver, CO area. Opus 14 Opus 14, a traditionallystyled walnut AGO console originally
built by Conn, was delivered to the Houston, Texas area. The organ console was customized with full
midi stop tabs; 19 thumb pistons and 10 toe pistons were added. Opus 46 Opus 46 was installed in a
private home in Minneapolis, MN. The fourmanual system features multchannel audio, and uses dual
touch screens to control the stops.

http://emfasiscv.com/images/canon-mp510-manual-download.pdf

Opus 62 Opus 62 was completed in March at St. Patrick Catholic Church in Urbana, Illinois. The
console has 64 moving draw knobs and 24 moving coupler tabs, all of which were engraved to match
the Salisbury Cathedral Willis sample set. The installation features a superb sounding 16 channel
audio system that includes Danley subwoofers. Completed Projects Opus 6 was a custom conversion
of a Conn Tampico that had been in the customers family since it was new. Its now being enjoyed in
its home in Fergus Falls, MN. Opus 1, an Allen T12a, was delievered to our first customer in Miami,
FL. Opus 7 Opus 7 was built in a beautiful oak Kilgen console that came from Cincinnati, OH. The
stop tabs were midified. It is now at home with its new owner in Albert Lea, MN. Opus 44 Opus 44
was installed in September in a home in Charleston, IL. This threemanual console features moving
drawknobs, and we installed a full midi control system to allow Hauptwerks combination action to
move the drawknobs and tabs. The touch screen can also be used to select options and controls
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stops. This beaktiful walnut pedalboard was converted to midi, and shipped to its new owner in
Norway. Opus 41 Opus 41 was installed in August of 2014 in a private home in Elm City, NC. We
completely rebuilt a two manual console to create this threemanual midi console. The consoles
thumb pistons and toe studs are used to control Hauptwerks combination action, and stops are
selected using the dual touch screens. The primary sample set used is Milan Digital Audios 1928
E.M. Skinner. Opus 23 This fourmanual console was built from a Baldwin twomanual console. The
original console had one swell pedal; this was replaced with three midi swell shoes. Opus 4 was
delievered to its new home in Oxford, MS in August. It was built in an Allen TC4 cabinet that came
from a church in the Detroit, Michigan area. Opus 55 Opus 55 was installed in late May, 2015 in a
private home in the Atlanta, GA area.

The instrument features lighted drawknobs and coupler tabs, which were customengraved to match
the Salisbury Willis sample set. We used an 8channel audio system with two subwoofers. The
console started life as a threemanual Rodgers, and we added a fourth manual. Opus 26 This
beautiful draw knob console was delivered to its new owner in Alamogordo, New Mexico in March
2013. The console was originally a twomanual Rodgers, but we added a third manual and converted
it into a full midi console. Opus 29 This system was delivered to its new owner in Connecticut in late
April. PRODUCTS Opus 5 Opus 5, a walnut Allen TC1, was delivered to its home in Tonkawa, OK in
September 2010. Opus 15 Opus 15 was installed at St. Georges Episcopal Church in Bossier City, LA
on November 26, 2011. This beautiful oak drawknob console once served a church in St. Paul, MN.
All drawknobs, pistons, and other controls were converted to midi. A 4,000 watt main amplifier
driving speakers in the balcony is supplemented by a Bose L1 system located near the console in the
front of the sanctuary. Opus 20 This console, built in a Baldwin case, was installed in a small,
picturesque church in Owego, NY in May. Opus 24 This unit was installed in the home of its new
owner in Dallas, TX in November. The original Allen manuals, pedals, pistons, and swell shoes were
converted to midi. Opus 40 This system was installed during August at Saginaw Valley State
University in Saginaw, MI. Originally a twomanual tab console, it was custom built with three new
trackertouch manuals and dual touchscreens. It features an internal sound system that allows it to
be used in a practice room, but is set up to be connected to the sound system in the colleges recital
hall for use in concerts and recitals. Home Page About Facebook Updates Products Recent Projects
Completed Projects Contact Us Opus 2 was built in an Allen TC1 cabinet that came from a church in
Schaller, IA and is now at home in New Ulm, MN.

www.grandeprairie.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bfe73985a
2---computational-fluid-dynamics-hoffman-solution-manual-pdf.pdf

Opus 39 This project was recently completed in August 2014 at St. Marys Catholic Church in
Westville, IL. The congregations failing Conn console was converted onsite to a virtual organ system
using upgraded keyboards and dual touch screens. With midi thumb and toe pistons and expression
pedals, the experience of playing this organ is very much like that of a conventional console, except
that stops are selected using the touch screens rather than physical drawknobs. The system was
installed with a multichannel audio system that fills the church with beautiful sound. Several sample
sets were installed, with the 1928 E.M. Skinner as the primary organ. Opus 18 A beautiful Allen
console with a walnut finish, one swell pedal, lighted pedalboard, and folding lid was delivered to its
new owner in the Memphis, TN area in late April. The original Allen manuals and all other controls
were converted to midi. Opus 31 This instrument was originally a Rodgers twomanual organ. We
added a third manual, and reconfigured the stop jambs to add drawknobs for the third manual. The
drawknob caps were configured to match the 1928 E.M. Skinner sample set from Milan Digital
Audio. Full lighted drawknob combination action was installed. When a stop is selected, either on
the console or the screen, the corresponding drawknob on the console lights up. The console was
installed in a private home in Stafford, VA. Opus 3 was delievered to Fort Dodge, IA in June. The
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Allen Rondo console, in oiled walnut, came from Florida. Opus 37 This threemanual console was
recently installed at Holy Cross Church in Champaign, IL. The console was originally a two manual
instrument, but was custom built with the three manuals and stop jambs trimmed in dark walnut. It
features customengraved drawknobs and full Hauptwerkcontrolled moving stop combination action.
Opus 47 Opus 47 was installed in November at Southern Gables Church in Littleton, CO.

The console has full lighteddrawknob combination action, and the system features a six channel
audio system. Custom drawknobs were engraved to match the 1928 E.M. Skinner sample set, with
additional drawknobs engraved to facilitate the use of additional symphonic instrument voices
provided by synthesizer software. Opus 65 Opus 65 was installed in private home in Jupiter, FL in
February 2016. Stops are controlled via touchscreen monitors. The sound system features 8 audio
channels. Opus 25 Delivered to its new owner in New Jersey in early February, this unique unit was
built in the case of one of the limited number of Allen organs designed to resemble a Holtcamp
console. This instrument features a full AGOstandard 32note concave, radiating pedalboard and two
61note manuals, as well as full midi capability for the stop tabs and pistons. Opus 33 This custom
threemanual console was installed in a private home in Macon, GA. LA. Allnew customengraved
draw knob heads were installed to match the 1928 E.M. Skinner sample set from Milan Digital
Audio. The console features lighted draw knobs controlled by Hauptwerk. This unit was based on a
twomanual tab stop console. The stop jambs, draw knobs, third expression pedal, and toe pistons
were all added to meet the customers requirements. Opus 64 Opus 64 was installed on January 29,
2016 in the auditorium of New Richmond High School in New Richmond, WI. The Willis Hereford
Cathedral sample set will provide a versatile instrument for recitals and choral accompaniment.
Encore Organ Technology. All rights reserved. View on Mobile. Excellent for contemporary worship.
This 32yearold analog electronic organ is in good working order will continue to be used in
supporting congregational singing until our new model arrives. And has an external amplifiers relay
rack for nine external speakers. I remixed to perform on three speakers to fit in my home. Replaced
by a pipe organ. Fall 2015 organ moved to Allen Organ Studio Augusta, Ga.

Detailed specifications, audio, and more information available.Can be used for theatrestyle or
classicalstyle music. Has a myriad of builtin MIDI controls and Memory for recording purposes.
Includes a rhythm box and complete pedalboard. Four speakers included. Three manuals, full
pedals, 62 speaking stops, 376 independently voiceable stops, 90 stop units. Combination action
with 20 general pistons, 8 divisional pistons each division, 500stage piston sequencer. Custom
speaker system. Lighted music rack. Features Rodgers’ Voice Palette system for greater variety of
stop color. Fully pipe compatible. Stunning! 950 Classic Organ Request Info Download Specs
PREOWNED Beautiful medium oak Rodgers solid hardwood console with external audio system for
filling any size church building. Parallel Digital Imaging technology, 3 manuals, lighted draw knobs,
54 stops, external audio systems from 2 to 10 channels, excellent condition. Divided expression with
crescendo, 4 memory levels with expansion by Personal Memory Card, Rodgers highquality
expression shoes, touchsensitive keys and modern MIDI system. Lighted music rack. Features
Rodgers’ Voice Palette system for greater variety of stop color. Fully pipe compatible. Rodgers
Classic 940 Request Info Download Specs PREOWNED Beautiful 3manual drawknob Rodgers organ.
Medium oak console finish. Organ may control up to 10 external audio channels to fill a room of
nearly any size. One of Rodgers most popular models, Rodgers 940 models continue to serve
churches and organists all over the country. Rodgers 785 Request Info Download Specs PREOWNED
Beautiful medium oak wood case with external audio system capable of filling any size building, from
210 external channels. Parallel Digital Imaging technology, 2 manuals, 4 divisions, 49 stops, 32’
pedal stop, lighted drawknob stops controls. Independent floating Positiv division with separate
audio makes this actually a 3manual organ with 2 keyboards.

Divided expression with settable crescendo pedal, 4 memory levels with unlimited memory storage



via MIDI sequencer, Rodgers highquality expression shoes, fullyequipped MIDI system. Lighted
music rack. Fully pipecompatible. A stunning array of tonal possibilities is available thanks to the
standard extended orchestral library and expanded voicing menus. Plus with Rodgers’ unique
32note velocitysensitive radiating concave pedalboard you’ll have the ability to play expressive
orchestral sounds such as timpani. Builtin Hymn Player offers 350 frequently played hymn tunes at
the touch of a key, and USB storage allows you to save all organ settings as well as an unlimited
number of recorded performances. With authentic pipe organ sound and exceptional flexibility,
Artist Series 599 is ready for any repertoire. Check your inbox or spam folder for a message
containing a confirmation link. Each Rodgers model offers an expansive range of voices and delivers
the same finely textured sounds of great pipe organs. Our rich, multidimensional sound quality
elevates every performance with lasting sustain that effortlessly guides the voice of the congregation
to new heights of inspiration. Rodgers’ unique highresolution sampling process employs up to 8
microphones to record the authentic sound from legendary pipe organs across the country as well as
around the world. Series 484 Specificiations Rodgers’ unique highresolution sampling process
employs up to 8 microphones to record the authentic sound from legendary pipe organs across the
country as well as around the world. Series 361 Specificiations Builtin Hymn Player offers 350
frequently played hymn tunes at the touch of a key, and USB storage allows you to save all organ
settings as well as an unlimited number of recorded performances. With authentic pipe organ sound
and exceptional flexibility, Artist Series 599 is ready for any repertoire.

Artist Series 599 Specificiations Builtin Hymn Player offers 350 frequently played hymn tunes at the
touch of a key, and USB storage allows you to save all organ settings as well as an unlimited number
of recorded performances. With authentic pipe organ sound and exceptional flexibility, Artist Series
589 is ready for any repertoire. Builtin Hymn Player offers 350 frequently played hymn tunes at the
touch of a key, and USB storage allows you to save all organ settings as well as an unlimited number
of recorded performances. With authentic pipe organ sound and exceptional flexibility, Artist Series
579 is ready for any repertoire. The 569 model includes all of the outstanding features available on
the Classic Series 559 and adds 5 configurable toe pistons and divided expression, which allows you
to configure one shoe as a Crescendo pedal, for an additional level of flexibility. A stunning array of
tonal possibilities is available thanks to the standard extended orchestral library and expanded
voicing menus. Plus with Rodgers’ unique 32note velocitysensitive radiating concave pedalboard
you’ll have the ability to play expressive orchestral sounds such as timpani. The Schantz Organ
company of Orville, Ohio built and installed 33 ranks of pipes in our Sanctuary in 1979. A four
manual console was provided, but the fourth manual was prepared for an antiphonal division to be
installed later in the rear balcony. Dr. Albert Travis, Organ Professor at Southwestern Seminary and
organist at Broadway Baptist in Fort Worth, Texas, played the dedicatory recital. Choir, Great, Swell,
Solo, Antiphonal, and Pedal divisions play through 80 speakers and pipes engulfing the Sanctuary in
sound. There are 161 drawknobs which control 486 organ voices. Every organ voice has at least one
alternate voice easily accessed through the voice palette menu. There are also over 1100 midi voices
which can be used for solos or added to any registration in any of the six divisions of the organ.

The organ utilizes the latest RSS technology to customize the acoustic sound space. Two computers
with the computing capacity of 66 desktop computers, control this large instrument. Mr. Dan Miller
played the dedicatory recital on February 17, 2013. The organ is heard in worship services, Sunday
mornings at 845 a.m. in our T raditional worship, 1115 a.m. in our Blended worship, and our 600
p.m. evening worship. It is used to accompany choirs, congregation, orchestra, other instruments,
and for solo and concert venues. Featuring a wide range of tonal genres, exceptional musical
expressiveness, and unmatched versatility, Infinity Series organs can fill even the largest church
with the aweinspiring power of authentic pipe organ sound. What some may think of as special
extras, Infinity Series organs deliver as the standard package. It’s easy to tell that Rodgers Infinity
Series Organs are designed by and for people who understand what organists care about because



they are working church musicians themselves.
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